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Voluntarily controlled bi-stable slant perception of real
and photographed surfaces
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We have quantified voluntarily selected perceived slant of real trapezoidal surfaces (a ‘reverse-perspective’

scene) and their photographed counterparts (pictorial space). The surfaces were slanted about the vertical

axis and observers estimated slant relative to the frontal plane. We were particularly interested in those cases

in which binocular disparity and monocular perspective provided conflicting slant information. We varied

the monocularly and binocularly specified surface slants independently across stimulus presentations. To

eliminate texture and shading cues we used sand-blasted aluminium trapezoidal surfaces illuminated from

all directions. When disparity-specified slant and perspective-specified slant were conflicting, observers were

able to perceive the surfaces in two ways: they perceived either a trapezoid or a rectangle. Our main finding is

twofold. First, when subjects chose to perceive the trapezoid, the slant estimates followed the disparity-

predicted slant with only a slight underestimation, as if they selected a pure binocular representation of slant

governed only by disparity. Second, when subjects chose to perceive the rectangle their estimates for real

surfaces were similar to those for photographed surfaces, as if they selected a representation of slant gov-

erned by perspective foreshortening.

Keywords: reverse perspective; perceptual bi-stability; voluntary control; perceived surface orientation;

pictorial space
1. INTRODUCTION
In the phenomenon of visual bi-stability a constant retinal

image produces a changing percept. It is an interesting

phenomenon because it raises the possibility of having two

states in processing that are modulated by the observer’s

assumptions about the world rather than by the stimulus.

Perceptual bi-stability has been successfully used to study

visual processing, including some aspects of visual aware-

ness (review in Blake & Logothetis 2002). Numerous

reports show that the perceptual alternation frequency in

bi-stability is, although to a limited extent, under voluntary

control, making perceptual bi-stability an even more scien-

tifically appealing phenomenon (review in van Ee et al.

2005). Further, perceptual bi-stability is interesting

because it challenges theories that relate the quantitative

aspects of perceived depth to the available depth cues.

To study how voluntarily selected percepts are related to

the quantitative aspects of stimuli, we recently developed a

‘slant rivalry’ paradigm which capitalizes on the distinct

binocular and monocular depth information in an image

(van Ee et al. 2002; van Ee 2005). Binocular disparities

arise because our eyes view a scene from slightly different

positions. These disparities enable us to perceive the 3D

layout. Monocular cues can also be sufficient to recover the

3D layout. For example, linear perspective is a powerful

cue for surface orientation. The integration of perspective

and disparity has been the subject of several studies

(reviewed in Howard & Rogers 2002). However, the
bi-stability that can be created when the monocular and

binocular cues in a scene specify opposite depth infor-

mation has attracted little interest, and few studies have

modelled the quantitative aspects of this phenomenon. We

recently developed a Bayesian model for the quantitative

aspects of bi-stability in perceived slant for many combina-

tions of disparity- and perspective-specified slants.

Although there are fundamental differences between

observers we are able to explain the metrical aspects of per-

ceived slant on the basis of the relative likelihood of both

perspective and disparity slant information, combined with

prior assumptions about the shape and orientation of

objects (van Ee et al. 2003).

Is the metrical relationship between perceived slant and

both the perspective and the disparity signals, which we

found previously, a curiosity of stimuli produced by stereo-

grams on a monitor? This is an important issue because we

know from the literature that real 3D stimuli can play a

distinct role in perceived depth (e.g. Frisby et al. 1995; van

Ee et al. 1999) presumably because conflicting signals that

inform the subject about the flatness of a monitor are not

present in real 3D stimuli. van Ee et al. (1999) showed that

the classical stereoscopic slant contrast effect (Werner

1937) is peculiar to stereograms. They developed a slant-

perception theory in which the most reliable slant signal

would get the most weight. Their theory predicted a so far

undescribed and curious effect: namely that the conven-

tional direction of slant contrast would reverse if the sur-

face slant is governed by perspective signals rather than by

disparity signals. Using both stereograms on a monitor and

real wooden plane stimuli they confirmed their theory’s

predictions, which led them to conclude that slant contrast

is nothing more than a by-product of the visual system’s
#2005The Royal Society
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reconciliation of conflicting information while it attempts

to determine surface slant. Frisby et al. (1995) used real

and stereogram stimuli to study the role of blur cues as a

factor in studies involving conflicts between disparity and

perspective cues. They concluded ‘Beware drawing firm con-

clusions from stereograms about the pattern of cue integration

that can be expected when real objects are being viewed’.

To explore metrical aspects of the mental process that

underlies perceptual alternations we examined perceived

slant when slant rivalry was produced by real objects. An

example of a real plane stimulus that consists of conflicting

perspective and disparity cues is the well-known Ames

trapezoid (Ames 1951). Another striking example of depth

inversion is the hollow relief mask, which can be seen in

reversed perspective (Yellott & Kaiwi 1979). One of the

most interesting (and enjoyable) examples of displays that

can be used to study perspective-disparity cue integration is

the reverse-perspective paintings on 3D canvas by Patrick

Hughes (see Slyce 1998 for many paintings). Figure 1a

illustrates how to construct a simple 3D replica of a reverse-

perspective scene (Wade & Hughes 1999). Reverse-per-

spective scenes capitalize on the perceptual alternations

that Ernst Mach observed ca. 150 years ago when he folded

visiting cards and placed them so that they were illumi-

nated more from one side than from the other side (Mach

1866). The reverse-perspective scenes are attractive, both

in art and in research (Cook et al. 2002; Papathomas 2000,

2002), because they bring about a conflict between depth

specified by perspective and depth specified by disparity.

The foreshortening (linear perspective) of the portrayed

door in figure 1b specifies that the door’s right side is reced-

ing in depth. Because, in reality, the door’s right side is pro-

truding, the disparity-specified slant is opposite to the

perspective-specified slant. The stereogram in figure 1c

illustrates the phenomenon of perceptual alternations in

slant rivalry. After fusion of the stereogram two relatively

stable percepts can be distinguished. In the first percept the

right side of the door appears further away (it is perceived

as a normal slanted rectangular door). In the other percept,

the left side of the door is further away (it is perceived in

reverse perspective: as a trapezoidal door with the near-

edge shorter than the far-edge). Each percept can be selec-

ted and maintained at will in a relatively controlled way.

Which of the two percepts dominates depends on the view-

ing distance (Papathomas 2000, 2002). Binocular disparity

is dominant for short viewing distances and monocular

cues are more important at larger viewing distances.

We initially set out to study depth cue integration by

using painted reverse-perspective scenes (say, one of

Hughes’s paintings). However, realistic scenes contain

various cues to depth such as shading, texture and

occlusion that complicate a systematic scientific experi-

ment. We therefore used sand-blasted aluminium trap-

ezoidal stimuli in which disparity and perspective specified

different slants. Figure 2 shows examples of the reverse-

perspective slant stimuli used in this study. Slant refers to

surface rotation about a vertical axis through the centre of

the stimulus (Gillam 1968). To eliminate texture cues the

stimuli were sand-blasted homogeneously with very fine

grain that could not be resolved at the viewing distance. To

eliminate shading cues the stimuli were placed in a large

booth and illuminated from all directions.
Proc. R. Soc. B (2005)
To explore perceptual bi-stability in further detail, we

also examined the metrical aspects of perceived slant of

photographs of the stimuli. Pictorial space refers to the 3D

spatial impression obtained when one looks at 2D photo-

graphs (review in Koenderink & van Doorn 2003; or see

Ellis et al. 1991). Photographs are usually viewed with two

eyes. Because it is a priori not clear to what extent there is a

difference between monocularly and binocularly estimated

slant our observers performed their slant estimates under

both viewing conditions. Several studies have examined
perspective-
specified

slant

disparity-
specified

slant

Wade & Hughes’s
3D model (1999)

uncrossed fusion crossed fusion

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 1. The reverse-perspective phenomenon. (a) How to
construct a 3D replica of a reverse-perspective scene. The
main characteristic that makes reverse-perspective scenes
attractive, both in art and in research, is that those scenes
bring about a conflict between the depth specified by
perspective and the depth specified by disparity. (b) An
explanation of the foreshortening (linear perspective) of the
portrayed door that specifies that the door’s right side is
receding in depth. Because, in fact, the door’s right side is
protruding the disparity-specified slant is opposite to the
perspective-specified slant. The stereogram in (c) illustrates
what observers perceive when viewing one panel of the 3D
replica. After fusion of the stereogram two relatively stable
percepts can be distinguished. In the first percept, the door
recedes in depth with its right side further away (it is
perceived as a normal slanted rectangular door). In the other
percept, the left side of the door is further away (it is
perceived in reverse perspective: as a trapezoidal door with
the near-edge shorter than the far-edge). Each of the
percepts can be selected and maintained at will in a
relatively controlled way. When the left two images are
being fused in a crossed way (or the right two images in an
uncrossed way), perspective and disparity specify similar
slants and the observer perceives a single stable slanted
rectangular door with its right side further away. Adapted
from the ‘Cloudy Doors’ 3D model of Wade and Hughes
(http://www.perceptionweb.com/perc0999/wade.html) with
the permission of the authors and Pion Limited, London.
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pictorial space engendered by natural objects (e.g. van

Doorn et al. 2001) or scenes (Hecht et al. 1999). We are

specifically interested in perceived slant. Although some stu-

dies have addressed this issue (Rosinski et al. 1980; Kubovy

1986) systematic studies for different perspective-specified

slants have not been reported.
2. MATERIAL ANDMETHODS
(a) Experiment 1

(i) Stimuli and apparatus

Figure 2 portrays the trapezoidal planes, each having a unique

combination of disparity-specified and perspective-specified slant.

The disparity-specified and the perspective-specified slants could

both be �70�, �50�, �25�, 0�, 25�, 50� or 70�, yielding a total of

49 (7� 7) stimuli. The subtended horizontal angular size of the

stimuli was always 7.8�. The vertical size was always 7.8� at the

location of the slant axis. However, the foreshortening was differ-

ent for each stimulus. Figure 3 explains how differently slanted

aluminium planes (different disparity-specified slants) could have

the same perspective-specified slant (the same visual angles from

the point midway between the eyes). We constructed only 25 alu-

minium trapezoidal planes because the other 24 planes were

obtained by rotating them 180� about the viewing axis. For

example, the combination disparity- and perspective-specified

slant (25, 25) specified the opposite slant, namely (�25, �25)

after rotating the aluminium plane.

The slanted planes were illuminated from all directions to

ensure that there were no shading cues. The diffuse (Ganzfeld)

illumination was produced by a large illumination booth (see fig-

ure 4). Each of the six sides of the booth consisted of a white opal

glass pane subtending 1m� 1m. The panes were backlit by fluor-

escent tubes, resulting in spherical diffuse illumination in the

centre of the booth. One side of the booth could be opened to

place the slant stimuli in the booth. The stimuli were supported in

the centre of the booth by a hidden rod extending to the back of

the booth. Themounting device did not noticeably disturb the dif-

fuse illumination. The slanted stimuli were viewed through a cir-

cular aperture in one of the side panels of the booth (figure 4b).

The distance between the subject’s eyes and the stimulus was

72 cm. The subject’s chin was held by a chin cup. There was no

fixation point. In front of the subject, at a distance of 25 cm, a

binocularly visible ‘slant-matching’ bar could be rotated around

the vertical axis by an electric motor controlled by a joystick.
Proc. R. Soc. B (2005)
Subjects could see this slant-matching bar and the stimulus at the

same time without making headmovements.
(ii) Procedure and task

The experimenter placed the slanted planes in the illumination

booth while the viewing aperture was closed. The stimuli were

presented in a random order. Subjects were told that ambiguous

(bi-stability) and non-ambiguous (no bi-stability) stimuli would be

presented and that the stimuli could be either trapezoidal or rec-

tangular. Note that linear perspective information in an image can

only be exploited by making assumptions about the orientations of

the contours in the world that are being projected onto the image

plane. In our study, perspective information was interpreted by

assuming the object is rectangular (e.g. Clark et al. 1956;

Reinhardt-Rutland 1990; van Ee et al. 2003). Subjects were

instructed to voluntarily select either the trapezoid or the rectangle
Figure 2. The stimuli used. Each of the depicted stimuli is a
sand-blasted aluminium trapezoid for a specific combination
of foreshortening and disparity. Some of the stimuli are both
slanted and a little rotated relative to the black table on which
they are lying. This gives rise to the apparent deformations on
this picture.
Wr

Wl

top
view

frontal
view

aluminium
trapezoid

HrHl WrWl

0

25

70

50

0

0

disparity
slant

0

perspective
slant

0

Figure 3. The geometry of reverse perspective. To create an
aluminium trapezoid with disparity-specified slant and
perspective-specified slant that differ from one another, we
varied the stimulus heights and widths on its left (Hl,Wl) and
right (Hr,Wr) sides.We show an example of a stimulus for
which perspective specified zero slant (left column) under
different disparity-specified slants (right column).We kept the
horizontal visual angle that the trapezoid subtended (grey
area) constant across stimuli. Note that this means that theWl
and theWr of a stimulus are generally unequal.
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percept and to estimate the slant of the perceived surfaces. This was

done first for the form that the subject initially perceived (say, a rec-

tangle with its left side in front), and then, if the percept was bi-

stable, for the second perceived slant (the trapezoid with its right

side in front). When a subject was unable to experience bi-stability,

only one slant setting was recorded. The viewing period was

unlimited. Each trial block consisted of the above-described 49

stimuli. Each subject completed three trial blocks with binocular

vision followed by two withmonocular vision (always the left eye).

(iii) Subjects

Eight subjects with normal or corrected-to-normal vision parti-

cipated. Their stereo vision was tested by a stereo-anomaly test of

the ability to distinguish between crossed and uncrossed

disparities (defined relative to the monitor) of magnitudes within a

range of �1� to 1�, without the possibility that eye movements

interfere (van Ee & Richards 2002). Subjects NK, MS and SV

were excellent at distinguishing the signs and magnitudes of

both the crossed and the uncrossed disparities. RR and TV were

significantly above chance in perceiving crossed and uncrossed

disparities without eye movements, and were excellent when eye

movements were allowed. The sixth and seventh subjects, GK and

SP, were able to correctly process the crossed disparities (within a

range of �1� to 0�), but not the uncrossed disparities. These
Proc. R. Soc. B (2005)
subjects had to rely completely on eye movements to make correct

disparity slant judgements. The eighth subject, MK, was invited

to participate because her vision was dominated by monocular

vision (caused by a pathological history). Prior to participation,

the subjects were also tested for consistency in their responses

when estimating the slants of both real and dichoptically pre-

sented planes.

(b) Experiment 2

(i) Stimuli and apparatus

The slanted aluminium stimuli that were presented in experi-

ment 1 were photographed with a digital camera through the cir-

cular viewing aperture of the illumination booth. Figure 4b

illustrates how a photographed stimulus looked to the subject (the

matching bar visible in figure 4b was not visible). The RGB files

were calibrated photometrically such that the minimum and the

maximum RGB-levels represented black (measured with a black

standard) and white (the background), respectively. We checked

whether the geometrical properties of the stimulus were preserved

in the pictures. If correct, we cut 1600� 1600 images, which were

saved with a resolution of 600dpi (6:77 cm� 6:77 cm). The cali-

brated, rotated and cut images were down sampled to

400� 400pixels, 72 dpi, and saved as RGB PICT files (no com-

pression, 32 bits pixel�1). These PICT-files were presented in ran-

dom order on a LaCie (electron 22 blue IV) high-resolution

monitor of 31:2� � 22:8�, such that the angular sizes of the stimuli

were the same as they were when presented in the illumination

booth. The viewing distance was 72 cm, as in experiment 1. The

head was stabilized by a chin and forehead rest.

(ii) Procedure and task

We instructed subjects to estimate the slant of the plane dis-

played on the monitor. Subjects were asked to estimate only the

slant of the perceived rectangle. In other words, we told subjects

that the photographs were made of slanted rectangles, but not of

slanted trapezoids. We asked for only one response (both for the

binocular and the monocular viewing conditions) because in pilot

experiments we found that it was uninformative to ask for an

estimate of the slanted trapezoid. This is not to say that the sub-

jects did not experience bi-stability. For each of the presented

photographs subjects were always able to perceive the plane as

unslanted (as specified by all cues except foreshortening): dis-

parity always indicated zero slant.

The slant estimation procedure has been previously described in

detail (van Ee et al. 2002). In short, after presentation of the stimu-

lus, two lines were presented on the monitor. One of the lines was

horizontal and the other line could be rotated about its centre. The

horizontal line was fixed and represented a top view of the unslan-

ted reference; the other line represented the top view of the per-

ceived slanted surface. Subjects were instructed to match the angle

between the rotatable line and the horizontal line to the two per-

ceived slants. As in experiment 1, there were 25 different stimuli

(photographs) of which 24 could be used in reverse orientation,

amounting to 49 stimuli. Each subject completed three trial blocks

with binocular vision followed by three with monocular vision. Out

of the eight subjects who participated in experiment 1, five subjects

were available for experiment 2: GK, MS, NK, SP and SV.

3. RESULTS
(a) Experiment 1

Subjects GK, MS, NK, SP and SV participated in experi-

ments 1 and 2. For comparison, we present their data for

the two experiments in the same graphs. Figure 5a depicts
(a)

(b) (c)

door

Figure 4. Experimental set-up. (a) The illumination booth.
The subject views the stimulus through an aperture while he/
she matches the slant of the rotatable device that is visible on
the foreground (b). The booth has a door that can be opened
to enable the experimenter to place the stimuli in the booth (c).
Note that the depicted trapezoid recedes in depth with its right
side further away (c). In fact, its slant is 70�. However, the
perspective-specified slant in (b) strongly indicates that the left
side recedes in depth. In other words, we have here a reverse-
perspective scene (compare with figure 1) under well-
controlled visual conditions.
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the data of subjects MS, NK and SV, and figure 5b the data

of subjects GK and SP. The data of these two groups of

subjects are presented separately because, as we will see,

they show interesting differences. Subjects TV, RR and

MK participated in only experiment 1 (figure 6). All plots

depict the mean perceived slants across subjects versus the

disparity-specified slants. Each of the plots shows the data

for a particular perspective-specified slant that is denoted

by the trapezoid-shaped icon above the plots. The square

symbols in all graphs indicate the estimated slant when the

subjects perceived a slanted rectangular surface. The trian-

gles indicate the estimated slant when they perceived a

slanted trapezoid. Filled symbols denote binocularly

estimated slant, open symbols denote the monocularly
Proc. R. Soc. B (2005)
estimated slant. The grey and black dashed lines denote the

geometrically predicted slant based solely upon perspective

and disparity, respectively.

We first address the results of subjects MS, NK and SV

(figure 5a). Their plots for binocularly perceived slant

(figure 5a(i)) can be roughly split into two domains: in the

first domain subjects reported only one perceived slant. In

this domain, slants derived from perspective and disparity

were reconciled, producing a slant estimate somewhere

between the two. Even if disparity and perspective specify

identical slants, there is the often-reported slant under-

estimation (Howard & Rogers 2002). In the second

domain, when disparity and perspective specified very

dissonant slants, subjects experienced bi-stability and
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Figure 5. Data from experiments 1 and 2 for the subjects who completed both experiments. Perceived slant is plotted as a
function of disparity-specified slant for a range of different perspective-specified slants. The trapezoid-shaped icons above the
plots depict the perspective-specified slant. (a(i),b(i)) and ((a(ii),b(ii)) depict binocularly (filled symbols), andmonocularly (open
symbols) perceived slant, respectively. The slants that were geometrically present in the stimulus are represented by the dashed
prediction lines. The data of experiment 1 are represented by the square and triangle symbols: subjects perceived either a slanted
rectangular surface (squares) or a slanted trapezoid (triangles). The data of experiment 2 are represented by the diamond symbols:
subjects perceived a slanted rectangular surface on the pictures. (a) Themean data ofMS, NK and SV. (b) Themean data of GK
and SP. Error bars, which are often smaller than the symbol, represent^1 s.d. in themean across the participating subjects.
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reported two perceived slants. For this domain, subjects

were able to voluntarily select one of the two perceived

slants and to flip between them by switching their atten-

tion. It should be noted though that spontaneous flips

could not be prevented, implying that the voluntary control

was limited. The results show that in bi-stability, observers

follow the disparity-predicted slant quite well when they

perceive the trapezoid. When they perceive the rectangle,

however, they do not follow the perspective-specified slant.

In x 4 we will speculate on what these findings teach us.

The plots for monocularly perceived slant (figure 5a(ii))

show, as expected, that the slant estimates do not vary with

disparity. Generally, the data points are on a straight hori-

zontal line parallel to the perspective-predicted slant.

There are a couple of data points that deviate from the

straight line, but their standard deviation is large. Note that

the monocularly perceived slant was underestimated rela-

tive to the perspective-predicted slant.

For GK and SP (figure 5b) both the binocularly and the

monocularly perceived slant estimates seem to be very

similar to those of MS, NK and SV (figure 5a). For the

binocular estimates there is, however, an interesting funda-

mental difference. GK and SP are able to perceive bi-

stability even if disparity and perspective specify similar

slants (see the data within the grey ellipses in figure 5). In x
4 we will relate the results of all subjects to their results in

the stereo-anomaly test.

Figure 6a depicts the results of RR and TV. Except for

two data points at perspective-specified slant �25� and

25�, their data are almost identical to those of MS, NK and

SV (figure 5a) for both the binocular and monocular slant

estimates. Figure 6b portrays the results ofMK. For stimuli

with huge differences between the disparity-specified and
Proc. R. Soc. B (2005)
the perspective-specified slant, she readily experienced per-

ceptual bi-stability, but for the stimuli with smaller differ-

ences, she experienced bi-stability in only some trials. This

was the case even with repeated presentation of the same

stimulus, creating large standard deviations. When bi-stab-

ility could not be achieved, only one slant was observed,

which was mainly based upon the perspective-specified

slant. This pattern of data resembles the pattern of data in

figures 5 and 6 for the perspective-dominated percept in

bi-stability. In general, subject MK showed more difficult-

ies in achieving bi-stability, which is probably related to her

degraded stereo capacities.

(b) Experiment 2

In experiment 2, we examined the perceived pictorial

slant created by the photographs of the slanted aluminium

trapezoids of experiment 1. The grey diamond symbols in

figure 5a depict the slant estimates of subjects MS, NK and

SV and those in figure 5b the data of subjects GK

and SP. The dark and light grey diamonds denote the

binocularly and the monocularly estimated slants, respect-

ively. For all participants, both binocular and monocular

slant estimates are roughly on a horizontal line parallel to

the perspective-specified slant. That is, they are inde-

pendent of disparity. That the binocularly estimated slant

is independent of disparity is not unexpected: linear per-

spective information in a photograph can only be exploited

by making assumptions about the orientations of the object

contours projected onto the image plane. As mentioned in

x 2b(ii), the subjects were instructed that the photographs

were made of slanted rectangles, but not of slanted trape-

zoids. The binocular estimates of GK and SP are generally

larger than those of MS, NK and SV, both for binocular

and monocular slant estimates. Figure 5a(ii) and b(ii) show
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Figure 6. Data from experiment 1 for subjects who did not participate in the pictorial slant estimation of experiment 2. The
symbols and the error bars denote the same as in figure 5. (a) Both themean binocular and themeanmonocular data of subjects
RR and TV. Their data resembles the data ofMS, NK and SV depicted in figure 5a. (b)MK’s binocular data. Her slant
estimations are hardly based upon disparity-specified slant.
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intriguing differences. For subjects MS, NK and SV the

pictorial slant is generally smaller than the real rectangle

slant, whereas the reverse is the case for subjects GK and

SP.

4. DISCUSSION
We have examined the metrical aspects of voluntarily selec-

ted perceived slant in perceptual bi-stability for a broad

spectrum of combinations of monocularly and binocularly

specified slant. We have specifically studied perceived

slant, both induced by real trapezoidal surfaces, and also in

pictorial space of their photographed counterparts. The

monocularly specified slants were signalled by perspective

foreshortening. The binocularly specified slants were sig-

nalled by both disparity and perspective foreshortening.

Most observers perceived only one slant when the mono-

cularly and binocularly specified surface orientations were

similar (in most cases meaning that the sign was identical).

Observers were able to select either a monocularly or a

binocularly dominated perceived slant when the specified

orientations were rather different.

We found considerable behavioural differences between

our subjects. For example, in the current study, two sub-

jects (GK and SP) were able to experience mono stability

only when disparity and perspective specified identical

slants, whereas for the other subjects those slants needed to

be only of the same sign to produce this experience (see

figure 5). It is interesting to relate the differences between

subjects to stereo-anomaly (Harwerth et al. 1998; van Ee &

Richards 2002). Five of our subjects (NK, MS, RR, SV

and TV) were excellent at distinguishing the signs and

magnitudes of both the crossed and the uncrossed dis-

parities. Two subjects (GK and SP) were able to correctly

process crossed disparities (within a range of �1� to 0�),
but not uncrossed disparities. This means that the

reliability assigned to disparity-specified slant is probably

smaller for GK and SP than for the other subjects. Thus,

the contribution of the more interpretation-based, or more

complex (Gillam & Cook 2001), perspective-specified

slant relative to the disparity-specified slant is greater for

GK and SP than for the other subjects. This, in turn, might

mean that they are able to keep seeing the perspective

interpretation, where other observers perceive only the

(reconciled) disparity interpretation. Also possibly related

to stereo-anomaly are the following findings. In our pre-

vious work on perceptual slant bi-stability with stereogram-

produced slants, we generally found that, after the onset of

the stimulus, observers first perceived the perspective-

dominated slant (see Schriever (1925) for very similar find-

ings in bi-stable slant from line drawings; and see van Ee et

al. (2002) for a review on similar findings outside the

domain of bi-stability). After a couple of seconds, the dis-

parity-dominated percept ‘kicked in’. Here, we found the

same for subjects GK, MK and SP. However, MS, NK,

RR, SV and TV first perceived the real slant of the trap-

ezoid and, for them, it took a couple of seconds before the

perspective slant was perceived. For our experiment with

real planes it transpires that those subjects with excellent

stereo acuities for both crossed and uncrossed disparities

start seeing the disparity slant, the reverse being the case for

subjects who are more perspective driven. There is another

related interesting finding for pictorial slant. The slant

estimates of GK and SP are generally larger than those of
Proc. R. Soc. B (2005)
MS, NK and SV, both for the binocular and for the mon-

ocular slant estimates. Further, figure 5a(ii), b(ii) shows

that for MS, NK and SV the pictorial slant is generally

smaller than the real rectangle slant, whereas the reverse is

the case for subjects GK and SP. We speculated that this,

too, might be consistent with the idea that GK and SP are

more perspective-driven individuals than MS, NK and SV.

In this view, the perceived pictorial slant is less hampered

by conflicting disparity-specified slant for GK and SP than

for the other subjects.

In two previous papers, data followed very similar pat-

terns. In our first study on bi-stable slant perception (van

Ee et al. 2002), bi-stability occurred only when the perspec-

tive- and the disparity-specified slants had opposite signs.

In our second study (van Ee et al. 2003), and in our current

study, bi-stability also occurred when the two cues had the

same sign (but different amplitude). In the latter two stu-

dies, subjects were informed that the stimuli could be either

trapezoidal or rectangular. In the first study, subjects were

merely asked to report bi-stability. This difference in

instructions could account for the slightly different position

of the bifurcation from stable to bi-stable. Indeed, in

the latter two studies observers commented that at one

of the reported slants the object appeared trapezoidal and

at the other reported slant the object appeared rectangular.

In the latter two studies, subjects’ disparity-dominated

slant estimates were closer to the disparity-predicted slant

than in the first study. In informal control experiments, we

noticed that this is indeed related to the instruction. When

naive subjects are asked to report whether they are able to

perceive both a positive and a negative slant, they report

smaller slants than when they are asked to report the slants

of a trapezoid and a rectangle.

This brings us to the question: what do subjects mentally

do when they attempt to substitute one percept for another

voluntarily? One possible hypothesis is that observers are

able to tap the binocularly perceived slant separately from

themonocularly perceived slant. It is possible that two repre-

sentations of the 3D layout coexist—a monocular represen-

tation and a binocular representation. One could even

reason that the monocular representation of 3D space is a

leftover from before the eyes migrated towards a frontal

location. Usually in our daily vision we do not encounter

situations in which the monocular and the binocular

representation of the layout conflict, and therefore, we are

not used to considering the two separate representations.

However, in the laboratory, the two representations can be

made apparent. Such a hypothesis could explain why, when

subjects chose to perceive the trapezoid, slant estimates fol-

lowed the disparity-predicted slant quite well, as if they

chose a pure binocular representation of slant. For this bin-

ocular representation, all cues specify the same (real) slant

once subjects relax the rectangularity assumption. When

subjects chose to perceive the rectangle, however, the slant

estimates are harder to explain by this hypothesis. Those

estimates did not follow the monocularly perceived slant

(compare the filled and the open squares in figure 5). In

other words, it cannot be correct that observers are able to

tap the binocularly perceived slant separately from the

monocularly perceived slant. Apparently, subjects cannot

turn off binocular vision at will and the estimated rectangle

slant is a product of cue conflict in which disparity plays a

part.
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Concerning the rectangle, the perceived slant estimates

were similar irrespective of whether slant was produced by

the photograph or by the real trapezoid. The estimates are

also the same as we obtained previously with stereogram-

created slant (van Ee et al. 2003). The perspective

interpretation requires a cognitive imagination of the slan-

ted object that seems to be independent of how the retinal

image is produced.What subjects do to interpret a perspec-

tive stimulus is something that we do all the time when we

look at television or at pictures. When subjects estimate the

rectangle slant (in binocular vision) they imagine, perhaps

unconsciously, that they are looking at a picture of a slanted

rectangular surface, in much the same way as we do when

we look at the slanted door in figure 1c.

In summary, we have explored the metrical aspects of

voluntarily selected perceived slant of real trapezoidal sur-

faces (for ‘reverse-perspective’ scenes) and their photo-

graphed counterparts (in pictorial space). Slant rivalry is

not just a curiosity that occurs with flat stereograms (as the

slant-contrast effect is). When subjects chose to perceive

the trapezoid, the slant estimates followed the disparity-

predicted slant with only a slight underestimation, as if they

chose a pure binocular representation of slant. When sub-

jects chose to perceive the rectangle, their estimates were

similar irrespective of the way the retinal images had been

created (by real or by photographed surface outlines).
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